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1.Introduction: 
 

Let H  and G  be topological groups, H  abelian. 
We consider H  as a G-module with a continuous 
action of G  on H , that is, a continuous function 
from HG  into H , carrying ),( hg  onto gh . 
By a topological extension of H  by G , 

),(=  E , we mean a short exact sequence  
11:  GEH   with   an 

open continuous homomorphism and H  a closed 
normal subgroup of E .  
Two extensions, ),(= 111  E , and ),(= 222  E , 
of H  by G  are said to be equivalent, 21   , if 
there exists a continuous isomorphism 21: EE   
such that 21 =   and  21 = . The set of 
equivalence classes of extensions of H  by G , 
denoted by ),( HGExtc , with the Baire-sum is a 
group [2]. 
A cross-section of a topological group extension 

),( E  of H  by G  is a continuous map 
EGu :  such that xxu =)(  for each Gx . 

There is a one to one correspondence between 
),( HGExtc , and ),(2 HGH  [2].  

In this paper we show a similar result for topological 
local groups [3]. In section 1 we give some primarily 
definitions which will be needed in sequel. In section 
2, we introduce the local extension on topological 
local groups and prove that the second cohomology of 
topological local group is isomorphic with the group 
of equivalence classes of topological local extensions 

with local crossed-sections. 
 

We use the following notations:   
 • " 1 " is the identity element of X .  
 • " " : HG  , G  a sublocal group (subgroup) of 
a local group (group) H .  
 • };),{(= XxyXXyxD   where X  is a 
local group.  
 

2.Primary Definitions: 
 

We recall the following definition from [5]: 
A local group ,.)(X  is like a group except that the 
action of group is not necessarily defined for all pairs 
of elements, The associative law takes the following 
form: if yx.  and zy.  are defined, then if one of the 
products zyx )..( , )..( zyx  is defined, so is the other 
and the two products are equal. It is assumed that each 
element of X  has an inverse.  

 

Definition 2.1 [3] Let X  be a local group, if there 
exist:   

a) a distinguished element Xe , the identity 
element, 

b)  a continuous product map XD :  
defined on an open subset  

XXDeXXe  )()( . 
c)  a continuous inversion map XX :  
satisfying the following properties:   

(i)Identity: ),(==),( exxxe   for every Xx  
(ii) Inverse: ))(,(==)),(( xxexx   for every 

Xx  
(iii) Associativity: If ),( yx , ),( zy , )),,(( zyx  
and )),(,( zyx   all belong to D , then  

)),(,(=)),,(( zyxzyx   
 

then X  is called a topological local group.  
 

Example 2.2Let X  be a Hausdorff topological 
space and X  be the diagonal of X , Xa  and 

XaXXaD  }){()}({= . Define 
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XD :  by:  

.
,=,
,=,
,=,

=),(








yxa
axy
ayx

yx  

Now X , by the action of  , is a local group.  
If Xx , ax  , we have xax =),( . If U  is a 
neighborhood of x , then }{=)(1 aUU  . There 
are two cases;   

1) Ua  : since X  is Hausdorff, there are disjoint 
neighborhood 1U , 2U  containing a , x , 
respectively. Then UUx  2  and 

VUUa =2   and }{=)(1 aVV  . Hence, 
UaV  }){( . So   is continuous.  

2) Ua  : }{=)(1 aUU  .  
 If ax =  and W  is a closed neighborhood of a  in 
X  then )}({}){(=)(1 WaaWW X  . 

Hence,   is continuous. Therefore, XD : , 
xyyx ),(  and XX  , 1xx   are continuous. 

So X  is a topological local group.  
 

Definition 2.3  Let X  and Y  be topological local 
groups. We say that X  operates on the left of Y  if:  
There is a neighborhood 1X  of the identity in X  
and a neighborhood 1Y  of the identity in Y  such 
that for every 1Xx , 1Yy  there exists Yxy  
with the following condition:   
1. YYX  11 , xyyx ),(  is continuous;  
 2.  yy =1.  for all 1Yy ;  
 3.  If 121, Yyy   and 121 Yyy   and 11 Yxy   is 
defined for all 1Xx  then 2121 )(=)( yxyyyx ;  
 4.  If 121, Xxx  , 1Yy  are so that yx2  and 

21xx  are defined in 1Y  and 1X  respectively, then 
yxxyxx )(=)( 2121 .  

Definition 2.4 A continuous map 
),(,.)(:  XXf  of topological local groups, is 

called a homomorphism if ;   
1. DDff  ))((  where 

},),{(= XyxXXyxD  ;  
2.  eef =)(  and 11 ))((=)(  xfxf ;  
3.  if Xyx .  then )()( yfxf   exists in X   
and )()(=).( yfxfyxf  .  
 
    With these morphisms topological local groups 
form a category which contains the subcategory of 

topological groups. 
 

Definition 2.5A homomorphism of topological local 
groups ),(,.)(:  XXf  is called strong if for 
every Xyx , , the existence of )()( yfxf   
implies that Xyx . .  
A morphism is called a monomorphism 
(epimorphism) if it is injective (surjective).  

 

Lemma 2.6 [1, Lemma 2.5]  Let U  be a symmetric 
neighborhood of the identity in a topological local 
group X . There is a neighborhood 0U  of identity in 
U  such that for every Uyx , , 0Uxy .  

 

We denote the product of p copies of X  by pX .  
 

Definition 2.7Let X  and Y  be topological local 
groups. A local p-map of X  into Y  is a continuous 
map YVf p :  where V  is a symmetric 
neighborhood of identity in X  such that 

0=),...,( 1 pxxf  whenever 1==...=1 pxx .  
 

Definition 2.8Let X  and Y  be topological local 
groups. Two local p-maps YVf p 11 :  and 

YVf p 22 :  of X  into Y , where 21,VV  are 
symmetric neighborhoods of the identity in X , are 
said to be equivalent if there is a neighborhood V  
with 21 VVV   such that  

),...,(=),...,( 1211 pp xxfxxf  

 whenever Vxi   for all }{1,..., pi .  
 

Definition 2.9 The equivalence class of a local p-map 
is called a local p-cochain of X  to Y .  
 

Let X  and Y  be topological local groups and Y  
abelian (written additively). Let ),( YXC p

L  be the set 
of equivalence classes of local p-maps, with the usual 
addition of functions. The set ),( YXC p

L  is an 
abelian group. Therefor, we define an addition on 

),( YXC p
L . Suppose ),(][],[ 21 YXCff p

L  and 

21, VV  are symmetric neighborhoods of the identity 
in X  where YVf p 11 : , YVf p 22 :  are local 
p-maps. Let 1U  be a neighborhood of identity in Y . 
By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric neighborhoods 

0U  in 1U  such that 021 Uyy   is defined when 

121, Uyy  . Since 21, ff  are continuous, then there 
exists a neighborhood V  of 1 in X  such that 

)()( 0
1

20
1

1 UfUfV p   . Now define a local map 

YVf p :  by  
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),...,(),...,(=),...,( 12111 ppp xxfxxfxxf 
 

for every Vxi   and }{1,..., pi . It is clear that 
the local p-cochain ][ f  does not depend on the 
choice of the representations 1f  and 2f . Hence, we 
define an addition in ),( YXC p

L , by 
)],...,([)],...,([=)],...,([ 12111 ppp xxfxxfxxf  .  

 

Definition 2.10 Suppose X  and Y  are topological 
local groups and Y  abelian. We define a 
coboundary operator  

),(),(: 1 YXCYXC p
L

p
L

 .  
Let 1U  be a neighborhood of the identity in Y . By 
Lemma 2.6, there is a neighborhood 0U  of the 

identity in Y , 10 UU   such that i
ip

i y1)(1
0=    is 

defined whenever 1Uyi  . Suppose 0V  is a 

neighborhood of 1 in X  such that 1Uxy  
whenever 0Vx  and 0Uy . Suppose 

),(][ YXCf p
L , YVf p 0:  a local p-map. By 

continuity of f , we choose a symmetric 
neighborhood 1V  in X  such that )( 0

1
1 UfV p  . 

By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric neighborhood 
2V  in X  such that 012 VVV  , 2Vxx ji   for all 

01, VVxx ji  . 

Define a local (p+1)-map YVf p 1
2: , for each 

point 1
211 ),...,( 

  p
p Vxx  by  

),...,(1)(),,...,(1)(

),...,(=),...,(

1
1

1110=

12111

p
p

pii
pp

i

pp

xxfxxxxf

xxfxxxf










It is easy to show that the local (p+1)-cochain ][ f  
depends only on the given local p-cochain ][ f  and 

][=][ ff  .  
 

Definition 2.11  A local p-cochains ][ f  such that 
0=][ f  is called a local p-cocycles. 

We denote the set of all p-cocyles by ),( YXZ p
L .  

 

Definition 2.12  The image of a coboundry operator 
in ),(1 YXC p

L
  is called a local p-coboundry. We 

denote the set of all p-coboundries by ),( YXB p
L .  

 

It is easy to show that 
),(),(),( YXCYXZYXB p

L
p

L
p

L  ,since 

0=][ f . Then ),( YXB p
L  is a subgroup of 

),( YXZ p
L .  

Definition 2.13  Let X  and Y  be topological 
local groups and Y  abelian. Then 

),(
),(=),(

YXB
YXZYXH p

L

p
Lp

L  is called the p-th 

cohomology topological local group. 
 

3.Second Cohomology and Topological Local 
Group Extensions: 
 

In this part we prove that the second cohomology of a 
topological local group is isomorphic with the group 
of the equivalence classes of topological local 
extensions with local crossed-sections. 
 

Definition 3.1 Let YX ,  be topological local groups 
and U  a symmetric neighborhood in X . The 
continuous map YUf :  is an open continuous 
local homomorphism of X  onto Y  if   
1.  there exists a symmetric neighborhood 0U  in U  

which Uxx 21, , 021 Uxx  ;  
2.  )()(=)( 2121 xfxfxxf  , 021 Uxx  ;  

 3.  for every symmetric neighborhood W , 

0UW  , )(Wf  is open in Y .  
 The map f  is called an open continuous local 
isomorphism of X  to Y  if 0U  can be chosen that 
so 

0
|Uf  is one to one.  

 

Definition 3.2  A topological local group extension 
of the topological local group Y  by a topological 
local group X  is a triple ),,( E  where E  is a 
topological local group,   is an open continuous 
local homomorphism of E  to X , and   is an open 
continuous local isomorphism of Y  onto the kernel 
of   [2]. 
 

Remark 3.3If ),,( E  is a topological local group 
extension of N  by X , where   a strong 
homomorphism and kerN = , then N  is a closed 
normal topological subgroup of E .  
 

Definition 3.4  Let ),,( E  be a topological local 
group extension of Y  by X . A continuous map 

EVu :  where V  is a neighborhood of 1 in X  
is called a local cross-section if xxu =)(  for every 

Vx .  
 

Definition 3.5A topological local group extension 
),,( E  of X  is said to be fibered if it has a local 

cross section.  
 

Definition 3.6A topological local group extension 
),,( E  of X  is said to be essential if it has a 
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local homomorphism of X  to E .  
 

Definition 3.7  Let ),,(= 1111  E  and 
),,(= 2222  E  be topological local extensions of 

an abelian topological local group C  by a 
topological local group X . If there exists a strong 
isomorphism   of 1E  onto 2E  such that 

)(=)( 21 nn    and  21 = .  
 

11:

11:

2

1

22

11






XEC

XEC










 

then 1  and 2  are equivalent, 21   .  
 

Note 3.8  Let E  be a topological local group. The 
set C  is called the center of E  if  

} ,= 
,     :{=

Uyyxxy
EinodneighborhosymmetricUExC




.  

In this paper, we replace Y  by C  in Definition 3.2. 
In this case, C  is a subset of Y  and Cker  .  
 

Definition 3.9  Let C  be an abelian topological 
local group. A pair factor set on topological local 
group X  is a pair ),( f  where CVVf  11:  
is continuous, and 1V  is a neighborhood of the 
identity in X . Suppose there exist a neighborhoods 

0V  of the identity in X  and 10 VV   such that 

021 Vxx  , for every 121, Vxx  . Let 0W  be a 
symmetric neighborhood in C  such that Cxc , 
for every 0Vx  and 0Wc .  
Now, there is an action of X  on C , 

CCX :  such that CWx 0: , for every 

0Vx  is a local inner automorphism,  
),()),((=),(),( 32132132121 xxxfxxfxxxfxxf x

(3.1) 
 whenever 1321 ,, Vxxx   and  

1
21212121
),(),(= xxfxxf xxxx  (3.2) 

 for 121, Vxx  .  
 

Definition 3.10  The pair factor set ),( f  is 
normalized if  

CId=(1) ,     1=,1)(=)(1, xfxf Xx  
where CId  is the identity automorphism.  
 

Remark 3.11Let ),,( E  be an extension of Y  by 
X  and ),( f  a pair factor set on X to C  where 

C  is locally isomorphism with the kernel  . It is 
clear that ),(   f  is a pair factor set on 
E  to C . We call ),(   f  the extension of 

),( f  by  .  
 

Let ),,( E  be an extension of Y  by X . The 
local cross-section u  of ),,( E  is called 
normalized if 1=(1)u . 
In this section we assume all pair factor sets and local 
cross-sections are normalized. 
 

Definition 3.12  Let YX ,  be topological local 
groups. Suppose a topological local group extension 

),,( E  of C  by X  where C  is locally 
isomorphism with the kernel   with a local 
cross-section EVu :  where V  is a 
neighborhood of the identity in X . There are a 
symmetric neighborhood 0V , VV 0  and a 
neighborhood 0W  of the identity in C  such that 

)(xc  and 1)()()( xucxu   are defined for every 

0Vx  and 0Wc . Then, the action of X  on C  
is defined by  

1)()()(=)( xucxuxc  (3.3) 
 

In Definition 3.12, since C  is the center of E , we 
can easily see that for each Cc )(  and 

XVx  0 , the element Cxucxu 1)()()(  dose 
not depend on the choice of the local cross-sectionu . 
 

Proposition 3.13   Let X  and C  be topological 
local groups and C  abelian. Suppose ),,( E  is a 
topological local extension of C  by X . Each local 
cross-section u  of ),,( E  determines a pair 
factor set ),( f  on X  to C .  
 

Proof.Let 1V  be a neighborhood of the identity in X
. By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric neighborhood 

0V  in 1V  such that 021 Vxx   for all 121, Vxx  . 
Consider the continuous map CVVf  11: , 

))()()((=),( 1
2121

1
21

 xxuxuxuxxf  . Let 

0321 Vxxx   and )(=)( 321321 xxxxxx . Hence, 
1

321321 )()()( xxxuxxuxu  and 
1

321321 )()()( xxxuxuxxu  are defined in )( 0
1 V . 

We define  
);)()()((=),( 1

321321
1

321
 xxxuxuxxuxxxf   

).)()()((=),( 1
321321

1
321

 xxxuxxuxuxxxf   
 Let CWx 0: , )()()( xucxuc  , where 0W  
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is a symmetric neighborhood and 00
1 )( WV  . 

Then, x  is a local automorphism. We show that 
),(  f  is a pair factor set. We verify the first 

condition of Definition 3.9. Let 0321 Vxxx   and 

)()),(( 2121 xxuxxf  and 1
2121 )()()( xxuxuxu  are 

defined in 0W , since )( 21xx  and 1
2121 )( xxxx  are 

in 0V . Hence, the relation 

))()()((=),( 1
2121

1
21

 xxuxuxuxxf   implies that  
);()),((=)()( 212121 xxuxxfxuxu   
);()),((=)()( 323232 xxuxxfxuxu   

);()),((=)()( 321321321 xxxuxxxfxuxxu   
).()),((=)()( 321321321 xxxuxxxfxxuxu   

 We have  
)()),(()(=))()()(( 32321321 xxuxxfxuxuxuxu   

)()()()),(()(= 321
1

1321 xxuxuxuxxfxu   

)1()()),(()()),(()(= 321321
1

1321 xxxuxxxfxuxxfxu  

The right hand side of (1) is in E , since )( 321 xxx , 

)( 321
1

11 xxxxx  , and )( 321
1

11 xxxxx   are defined in 

0V . Similarly, we obtain 
)()()),((=)())()((   32121321 xuxxuxxfxuxuxu   

)()),(()),((= 32132121 xxxuxxxfxxf  (2) 
By comparing (1) and (2),  

)),(()()),(()(

=)),(()),((

321
1

1321

32121

xxxfxuxxfxu
xxxfxxf





 

for 1321 ,, Vxxx   which proves (3.1). Now, for 

121, Vxx   and 0Wc  : 

1
21

1
212121

1
1

1
221

)),(()()()()),((

=)()()()()(




xxfxxucxxuxxf
xuxucxuxu




.  

So, (3.2) holds.□ 
 

Proposition 3.14   Let X  and C  be topological 
local groups and C  abelian. Suppose ),,( E  is a 
topological local extension of C  by X  which has a 
continuous local cross-section u . Then, ),,( E  
determines uniquely an element of ),(2 CXH L .  
 

Proof. Suppose ),,( E  is a topological local 
extension with a local cross-section EUu :  
where U  is a symmetric neighborhood of identity. 
Let EUu  :  be another local cross-section of 

),,( E  , U   a symmetric neighborhood in X . 
Suppose the pair factor set ),(  f  corresponds to 

u . 
We define a local cochain ),(1 CXCh L  by 

))()((=)( 11   xuxuxh  , for UUx  .  
By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric neighborhood 

0U , UUU 0  such that 021 Uxx   for 

UUxx 21, . The map   is continuous and by 
Lemma 2.6, there is a neighborhood 0V , 

)( 0
1

0 UV    such that 

02121 )()(),()( Vxuxuxuxu   for UUxx 21, .  

Let )())(( xuxh  and 1)()(  xuxu  be defined in 

0V , )())((=)( xuxhxu   for all UUx  . 
Consider the continuous map CUUf  00: ,  

))()()((=),( 1
2121

1
21

 xxuxuxuxxf  .  
)())(()())((=)()( 221121 xuxhxuxhxuxu  ;  

)()(])())(()())[((= 21
1

1211 xuxuxuxhxuxh  ;  
)()),(())(())((= 2121211 xxuxxfxhxxh  ;  

 by the action (3.3) 
)())(()),(())(())((= 21

1
2121211 xxuxxhxxfxhxxh   

where 021, Uxx  . Since C  is abelian, then  

)())(()),(())(())((
=)),((

212121211

21

xxuxxhxxfxhxxh
xxf








 

)))(((
=)())(())(())((

=)),(()),((

21

2121211

2121

xxh
xxuxxhxhxxh

xxfxxf









. 

)(=)()( hff    
 Therefore, the pair factor set is independent of the 
choice of the continuous local cross-section.□ 
 

Definition 3.15  Let X  and Y  be topological 
local groups with the action X  on Y . Suppose 1X  
and 1Y  are neighborhoods of the identities in X  
and Y  respectively such that all products are 
defined . Let )(: YAutX  , 

1=)(=))(( xyxyyx x  be a continuous strong 
homomorphism where 1Xx  and 1Yy . We 
define XYXYXY  )()(:  by  

)),((=)),(),,(( xxyyxyxy x    

 for every 1, Xxx   and 1, Yyy  . The space 
),( XY   is called the semi-direct product of 

topological local groups X  and Y  with respect to 
 , denoted by YX


 .  

Proposition 3.16   Let X  and C  be topological 
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local groups and C  abelian. Let ),( f  be a pair 
factor set on X  to C . There exists an extension 

),,( E  of C  by X  with a continuous local 
cross-section u  which corresponds to ),( f . 
 

Proof. Let X  and C  be topological local groups 
and C  abelian. Let 1V  is a neighborhood of the 
identity in X . By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric 
neighborhood 0V  in 1V  such that 021 Vxx   for all 

121, Vxx  . Suppose 1W  is a neighborhood of the 
identity in C . By Lemma 2.6, there is a symmetric 
neighborhood 0W  in 1W , such that 021 Wcc   for 
all 121, Wcc  . 
Suppose XCE


= . By [3, Theorem 2.28], XC


  

is a topological local group with the product  
))),,(()((=),)(,( 21212112211 xxxxfccxcxc x      

for every 121, Vxx   and 121, Wcc  ;  
 where CWx 01

:  is a local automorphism.  

The identity of E  is (1,1)  and the inverse is given 
by  

)),)),((((=),( 111111  xxxfcxc x      for 
Xx  and Cc .  

 The map XE : , xxc ),(:  is a strong 
homomorphism, since   is the projection of XC


  

onto X . It is clear that   is open and continuous. 
The kernel  = 0C  consists of the elements ,1)(c  
with the product ,1)(=,1),1)(( 2121 cccc  whenever 

21cc  is defined. Since f  is normalized then 
1=)(1, xf , for every Xx . So 0C  can be 

identified with C  by the correspondence 
,1)(1,1)(: 1 cfc . 

Let )(1,=)( xxu . If 121, Vxx  , we define  
 

)()),1),(((=)()( 212121 xxuxxfxuxu  (3.4) 
We have  
 

;))(1,)(1,(1,=)()()( 1
2121

1
2121

 xxxxxxuxuxu  
 ;))(1,),,((= 1

212121
xxxxxxf  

;))(1,,1)(1,)(1,),((= 1
2121

1
2121

 xxxxxxfxxf  
 ),1).,((= 21 xxf  
 We can verify that  
 ,1)(=)()( 1 cxcuxu x

 (3.5) 

 ;),1)(1,)((1,=)()( 11  xcxxcuxu  
 ;))(1,,1),((= 1xxxcfx  

 ;))(1,,1)(1,(= 1xxcx  
 ,1).(= cx  
 Then, by (3.4) and (3.5), ),( f  is a pair factor set 
of ),,( E  with the local cross-section u .□ 
 

Remark 3.17Let ),( f  be a pair factor set of X  
to C . By Propositions 3.13, 3.16, 3.14, every pair 
factor set corresponds to an element of ),(2 CXH L . 
Therefore, ),( f  determines ),( CXExt

Lc , 

),,(=  E . Now, let ),( CXExt
Lc , 

),,(=   E  be another local extension and 
  .  

By Proposition 3.13, there is a pair factor set ),(  f  
which corresponds to   . By Definition 3.7, choose 
an arbitrary open continuous strong isomorphism 

EE ;:  such that  =  and )(=)( cc    
for Cc . Then, uu =  is a continuous local 
cross-section of   . As in Proposition 3.14, ),(  f  
corresponding to u  is identical with ),( f
corresponding to u . Hence, equivalent local 
extensions of C  by X  determine the same element 
of ),(2 CXH L .  
 

Theorem 3.18   Let X  and C  be  topological 
local groups and C  abelian. There is a  one to one 
corresponding between the second cohomology of  a 
topological local group ),(2 CXH L  and  the group 
of equivalence classes of topological local extensions 
with continuous local crossed-sections. 
 

Proof.By [4,Theorem 2.9], ),(2 CXH L is a group. 
Then, it is immediate by, Propositions 3.13 and  
3.16.□ 
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